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Włodzimierz Karol Pessel

The Unlost on Highways: Refugees and Altruistic Memory

Translated by Jan Szelągiewicz

I first saw them on the front page of the “Metroexpress” when I was having frokost

(lunch) at an Iranian-run bar. It was Friday, September 11, 2015. One thought

immediately crossed my mind—that the framing of the shot made it ideal for the

purposes of a free morning daily that litters the cafés and sidewalks of every major

city in Europe, like “Metro” in Poland. The picture features Lars Møller, a Danish

police officer and an exemplar of Nordic looks, trying to cheer up a dark-skinned girl

in the middle of one of the lanes of the E45, a pan-European highway stretching

from Sicily through Denmark and up to the far north of Scandinavia. The policeman

and the Iraqi girl are engaged in a friendly match of hvilken hånd vil du have leg,

a Danish variation on “Eeny, meeny, miny, moe.” I considered the style, an emotional

headline—Hope in the midst of misery—accompanied by the caption “Nowadays

photos circle the globe at the speed of light,” a common tactic that the press

employs to rhetorically allay the fact that in the early fall of 2015, Scandinavia was

being flooded with a second wave of refugees, again fleeing Syria.

As I perused various news and social media sites, both Polish and international,

I saw that the Drost-Hansen’s photograph had indeed taken the Internet by storm.

My Polish friends on Facebook were particularly keen on disseminating the

photograph (by sharing it on social media) and valued it especially highly (by

showering it with “likes”), often adding their own enthusiastic commentary to their

shares. Their messages can more or less be distilled into one specific line of

reasoning: in Denmark, law enforcement officers and average citizens often exhibit

exemplary behavior towards refugees, whereas in Poland, still mostly unaffected by

waves of migrants, we are witnessing the birth of incredible antipathy towards the

amalgamated Other looking for asylum in Europe.

Here, I’d like to bring up two heuristic provisions. Firstly, it is hard to reconcile the

representativeness of online phenomena with good research practices, including
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Photo Michael Drost-Hansen

the requirement for appropriate documentation of the

research process. Thus, in order to demonstrate that

I have not conjured up this particular phenomenon for

myself to later analyze, I will mention the citation for

Drost-Hansen’s 2015 Årets Pressefoto Award in the

“Best News Photo” category which he received in March

of 2016.  Allegedly, the decision of the jury was swayed

mostly by the fact that the Danish photograph was circulated across social

networks around the whole of Europe. Secondly, the presumption that admiration

for Danish culture is equally high in Poland as it is in other European countries

would be [-too informal]doubtful to say the least. In a recent issue of a journal

published by Humboldt University, German Scandinavian studies scholars

suggested that the migrant crisis effectively reduced the appeal of Northern

Europe as a separate civilizational sphere—Der Lack ist ab, the magic is gone, and

we should dig deeper to try and identify the causes of this particular

disenchantment.

Meanwhile, Scandinavia is still rather en vogue in Polish culture. Its popularity is

evident in cultural tourism as well as in urban planning and architectural criticism,

the latter seeing the cities of the far shore of the Baltic Sea as exemplary in terms

of organizing urban spaces to foster a civic spirit, prioritize pedestrians and cyclists,

and weave nature into the cityscape.  Such intense emphasis on the glamour of

Nordic culture complicates any critical approach to the subject, if not facilitating an

outright deterioration of rational opinions and substantial observations into

idealization. Furthermore, what’s striking is this tendency to split the narrative of

the North into two contradictory visions of culture: one portrays Scandinavia as

a leftist utopia realized within sensible limits, while the other emphasizes the gloomy

“nests of wickedness” in the far north, teeming with social and psychosocial

pathologies brought to light by authors of popular crime fiction.  In Poland, these

two visions remain parallel, without points of contact, the balance of literary fiction

and social diagnosis still unclear. Poles wish for the “Norden route” to remain valid

as a pretext for modernization: in our vicinity there are still countries implementing

wide-ranging reforms rather than using them to foment public disagreement.  But

we could even go so far as to claim that in every train running through the Warsaw

subway line there is at least one person reading a book from the incredibly broad
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selection of dark Scandinavian thrillers available in Polish.

Cultural scholars often consider highways to be non-places or places proffering

a specific non-interactivity.  The persuasive power of the scene captured by Drost-

Hansen stems from the fact that it touches upon the essence of change and thus

explodes the interpretive frame. A square meter of Danish blacktop on an

international highway, chosen by a policeman and a dark-skinned girl as their play

spot, turns out to be a site of significance, a place in which the efficiency of

European refugee camp technology (refugee camp as a generalizable technology

of power) is exhausted.  According to Finnish anthropologist Liisa Malkki, post-

WW2 mass forced resettlement and migrant camps are a foundational excess that

contemporary Europe is now consciously suppressing. The West has undoubtedly

wholly internalized the logic of segregation.  It often employed it in the course of

humanitarian interventions in conflict zones on other continents; Liisa Malkki herself

worked in a Tanzanian camp for Hutus fleeing Rwanda in fear of bloody retribution

from Tutsis. Nowadays, the barely controllable flow of migrants into the EU subverts

the old order founded upon economic position, keeping different cultures and

ethnicities separate and embedded in their “appropriate” locations. Until fairly

recently, however, Scandinavia seemed to be an exception to Europe’s strict

migration policies, seeming to temper them with its altruism, its social democratic

traditions and pacifist inclinations.  Previously we would have been hard pressed to

imagine that it was in the interests of Nordic countries—nations famous for

allocating a proportion of their GDP as development aid for Third World countries—

to perpetuate any sort of economic or civilizational inequalities between specific

areas of the world.

In this essay, I will posit that the incredible career of Drost-Hansen’s photograph is

directly related to the perception—present in Denmark, Poland, and basically

everywhere else in the world—of Danes as an open, highly integrated society, whose

history includes multiple instances of providing much needed succor to peoples in

dire straits. The rampant popularity of one Danish photograph perpetuates and

reinforces a perception which portrays the Danes as an unparalleled society of

selfless rescuers. We still have trouble accepting arguments and topics that would

exert a corrective influence on such pervasive memories. Although Poland has seen

its share of widely acclaimed books (including reportages by Maciej Czarnecki and

Ilona Wiśniewska, and Maciej Zaremba’s interventionist publications) and one
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provocative feature film (Dariusz Gajewski’s 2015 film Obce niebo) which

encouraged a more critical look at the “Scandinavian paradise” and leveled

numerous rather substantial and socially-charged accusations at it, the majority of

these reservations pertaining to Sweden and Norway, with Denmark maintaining

a more or less clean record.  Moreover, disturbing or perplexing phenomena,

including the zealous efforts of the Norwegian Barnevernet to transfer children to

foster families, the progressive depopulation of the northern reaches of the

Scandinavian Peninsula, and the short-sighted forestry policy of the Swedish

authorities, are still fervently counterbalanced by positive arguments which often

emphasize the developmental superiority of Scandinavia over the “Polish model.”

Revelations that could modify the perception of Danes as a good and well-meaning

people don’t have to be sourced from research and academic treatises: news

outlets, for one, have been covering the increasing severity of the Danish

immigration policies over the past couple of years. European and international

press agencies have been monitoring the attitudes of Danes towards refugees and

immigrants much more closely in recent years, especially in comparison with the

final years of the last century and particularly since the Muhammedskrisen

(Muhammed-tegningerne)—the Muhammad cartoon controversy sparked in 2005

by the publication of cartoons lampooning the Prophet Muhammad in the liberal

daily broadsheet “Jyllands-Posten.” Not coincidentally, artist and performer Uwe

Max Jensen, a repeat offender of popular sensibilities and the perpetrator of many

a provocation, immediately responded to Drost-Hansen’s photograph with an

acrylic painting directly referencing the controversial publication. In a travesty of

the highway scene, Jensen replaced the Iraqi refugee girl with the figure of the

Prophet with explosives in his turban, the fuse lit, more or less copying Kurt

Westergaard’s cartoon, the most recognizable of the twelve caricatures published

by “Jyllands-Posten.” Accordingly, the unceremonious treatment of representatives

of foreign cultures in Denmark, has been building up for over a decade now.

The somewhat old-fashioned verb “galvanize” would be a good fit here; “galvanize”

meaning “to shock or excite (someone) into taking action.” The sight of the little

refugee girl standing in the middle of the Danish highway galvanizes the memory of

the Danes’ exemplary humanitarian past. Like nationalism, xenophobia, national

immigration policies, and religiosity (and so forth), memory is a key operator in the

extensive “constellation of socio-political processes and cultural practices,” that
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serves as the foundation for contemporary voluntary and compulsory population

transfers.  After studying a wide range of biographical testimonies, including truly

harrowing ones, given by children, Liisa Malkki declared that there was no such

thing as a universal, transhistoric refugee experience. Experiences of that sort are

primarily determined by the cultural context of the areas that migrants are fleeing,

as well as the characteristics of the sites they're relocated to and their historicity.

Memory and time collaborate to establish the anthropological dimension of human

migration. In the case of the Kingdom of Denmark, almost universally considered

a potential safe haven, a particular role is played by the Kingdom’s reputation,

which is founded upon its prior efforts to protect the dignity and human rights of

other peoples, including the transfer of a couple of thousand Jews to Sweden in the

fall of 1943 (known as Jødeaktionen, Oktober 43 or Aktionen 43in Denmark), the

diplomatic and humanitarian efforts known under the umbrella term “the white

buses” (De hvide busser), as well as the efforts of the Red Cross and Count Folke

Bernadotte. The lexicon employed in the preservation of the regional memory of

Southern Jutland—Danes call it Sønderjylland to avoid having to use the German

name “Schleswig” is a clear reminder of the fact that the Swedish aristocrat could

have never started negotiating with Heinrich Himmler the release of concentration

camp inmates to neutral Sweden in February 1945 (primarily using white buses

painted with the red cross) if it were not for the Danes’ efforts launched at the end

of 1944.  Of the 17,000 released inmates, only half were of Scandinavian descent;

over time, the release efforts were broadened to include women and children from

a variety of European countries.

The road to Sweden led through Jutland and the Danish islands; near the former

German-Danish border crossing in Kruså, a monument to Bernadotte was erected

soon after the war. After leaving the Reich and crossing into Denmark, the white

bus passengers were washed, fed, and taken care of by Danish volunteers at the

Padborg aid station, located right near where the E45 runs today (the idea of pan-

European highways was put forward by the United Nations Economic Commission

for Europe in the late 1940s). A recently published non-fiction book exploring the

part that Danes played in these humanitarian efforts is suggestively titled

Redningsmænd (The Rescuers).  The author of the book, who served as the editor-

in-chief of “Politiken,” a popular daily dating back to the late 19th century with

a pronounced social liberal stance, commemorated the 70th anniversary of the
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Aktionen with another volume—Landsmænd. De danske jøders flugt i oktober,

published in English under the title Countrymen: The Untold Story of How

Denmark's Jews Escaped the Nazis, of the Courage of Their Fellow Danes – and of

the Extraordinary Role of the SS.  The release of The Rescuers was accompanied

by a special exhibition at the National Museum of Denmark in Copenhagen, opened

in the middle of 2015 and very popular with visitors in the summer months, during

which Scandinavia finally felt the impact of the migrant crisis sweeping the rest of

Europe. The events commemorating the 70th anniversary of the white buses nearly

coincided with a new sort of exodus at the German-Danish border. Poles

themselves can also attest to the veracity of the Danes’ reputation as prone to

helping others. The victims of the anti-Semitic witch hunt of 1968 found safe haven

and empathy in Denmark, while those whom the Polish authorities issued with

“travel documents” (an exit passport that didn’t allow the holder to return to

Poland) could expect some material support from the Danish government if they

decided to settle in Denmark. Danish authorities were very liberal with asylum

seekers and immediately decided to forgo thorough verification of the applications.

“The asylum granting process was reduced basically to registration of the

applicants, with the exception of the obvious intelligence service plants and war

criminals. No Polish Jew was refused asylum,” emphasizes Søren Kolstrup.

The success of Drost-Hansen’s photograph stems from its ethnographicness and

the well-preserved memory of the Danes’ past humanitarian efforts.  Thus, the

notions postulated by Elizabeth Edwards are validated. For cultural scholars, room

for interpretation of photographic content exists in the cracks between the

intentions of the photographer, the intended use of their work, and the absorption

of its impact by specific discourses, its social existence in a variety of circulations

(this discrepancy is obviously subject to gradation, situations in which the

aforementioned cracks are sealed are at least as interesting). Stepping onto the

highway with his camera in hand, Drost-Hansen was supposed to do what

a stringerdoes: take press pictures that will later be sold to news desks, and report

from the scene. He wasn’t there to provoke anything: on the contrary, he confirmed

the hospitality of the host society and its (auto)stereotypical quality defined by the

verb at hygge.  The term implies a proclivity towards imbuing interactions and

physical spaces that shape the interpersonal with a cozy, intimate character; the

authors of books that have recently made hygge quite the buzzword in Poland have
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not crafted a novel sociological or cultural category, they merely instrumentalized

a positive stereotype about the Danish people.  Rather than proffer an attribute of

the power vested in him by the state, Officer Møller extends his hands in friendship

to play with the small Iraqi girl. In Drost-Hansen’s lens, the sprawl of the highway

itself becomes quite “cozy.”

The keys to reading a photograph are buried not only inside of pictures themselves,

but also in the contexts of the memory of human communities, as well as in the

ways we store and publicly display the photographs.  Because of memory, Drost-

Hansen's photograph is no longer just a record of a brief encounter between two

people on the E45, it becomes a reminder of a particular historic invariant.

Facebook users reacted to the photograph as if it were an online update of the

moral and multicultural bona fides of the Danes. Once again, they have risen to the

challenge. The relative ubiquity of this particular reaction stems—aside from the

obvious reasons, like the global reach of the Internet—from the fact that the

atmosphere surrounding this special sort of memory of the Danes’ past behaviors,

altruistic memory so to speak, generally unites Danes, Poles, and others—the

memory itself transcends national borders. Within the workings of memory, bona

fides corroborating a society’s humanitarianism and its commendable approach to

refugees are issued without much restraint because the memories of the displays

of hard altruism and human charity, elevated to function as descriptors of entire

societies, are based primarily on synecdoches. The number of Jewish transports to

Sweden from the fall of 1943 is estimated to have been somewhere between 600

and 700, however, the transports were allegedly facilitated by a “countless” mass of

selflessly helpful Danes.  Similarly, clad in his police uniform, Lars Møller represents

“all” Danish policemen and their benevolent attitudes towards refugees as well as

all government representatives responsible for handling refugee matters. We need

to remember, however, that synecdoches are metonymic operations, and the latter

can simply produce metaphorical effects.

An in-depth exploration of the subject of “the October of 1943,” Sofie Lene Bak’s

book provides a convincing explanation for the way in which what we’ve previously

called altruistic memory was shaped. In the latter half of the 20th century, the

hermetic Danish culture and the external world went through a sort of homology in

terms of the state of knowledge. This can be distilled down to a single sentence: the

Danes (totum pro parts) have created a society of helpers and rescuers. This notion
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spread far and wide and quickly morphed into a stanchion of the aforementioned

memory because there was no lively intellectual exchange between Denmark,

Europe, and the rest of the world.  Despite the lack of formal barriers, or rather

against the paradoxical backdrop of the establishment of English as the new lingua

franca and the progressing cosmopolitization of local cultural patterns, Denmark

has neglected to open itself up to new ideas and critical reexaminations that have

been spreading across a number of fields, including Holocaust research and war

studies. The unrestrained transfer and exchange of knowledge was stalled by the

Danes’ awareness of their own anti-anti-Semitism, displayed with full force during

the course of World War II and later confirmed and reinforced by numerous

postwar episodes, including that when Poles fled Gomułka’s repressions. Danish

public opinion contented itself with the belief—not unfounded—that in contrast to

other Western societies, including their Swedish neighbors, the Danes were highly

literate in terms of history: they never mix up the victims and the perpetrators of

the Holocaust, nor do they say “Polish death camps” rather than “Nazi death camps

in Poland.”

One has to wonder, however, what led non-Danes to internalize, for entire decades

no less, the apologetic outlook on Danish altruism and to later consider it

a perpetual distinctive characteristic of Nordic societies. Bak considers the

information provided on the official Yad Vashem website a clear example of this—

the Jerusalem-based institute responsible for the maintenance and preservation

of the memory of the victims and heroes of the Holocaust promotes the same

“popular tradition” that Denmark finds itself stuck in: “the entire” society helped and

the Danes are distinguished by their altruistic “national character.”  Admittedly,

Hannah Arendt’s international bestseller (first published in 1963) may have

cemented that particular view. However, the passage in Eichmann in Jerusalem

dealing directly with the events in Denmark is quite short—covering barely few

pages.  Moreover, we are dealing with the work of a pre-eminent thinker, a highly

discursive text which invites criticism and strictly academic dialog.

It seems that the resolution of these doubts may linger in the linkage between

memory and popular culture. With all the media and tricks at its disposal, including

the cinematic poetics of melodrama and the mechanisms of repetition described by

Marek Krajewski, the “culture of repetition” amidst other “popular culture cultures.”

Back in 1965, a group of Americans went on a special trip along the “rescue route”
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in Denmark; under the cover of night, they crossed the Øresund and reached

Swedish shores in one of the same boats that took part in the operation in October

1943.  Fred Small, singer, songwriter, and Unitarian, author of the famous song

Cranes Over Hiroshima, recorded the song Denmark 1943 for his 1988 album I Will

Stand Fast; the song, over six and a half minutes in length, is a methodical account

of the events, opens with a rhetorical question: “How can it be Denmark`s Jews still

walk free after three years of kind occupation.” In 1998, Disney released the TV

movie Miracle at Midnight, directed by Ken Cameron and starring Mia Farrow and

Sam Waterston, telling the story—in a somewhat preachy tone—of a Danish family

helping its neighbors flee to Sweden. In the early 1990s, American and Danish

filmmakers joined forces to produce One Day in October (En dag i Oktober),

directed by Kenneth Madsen and released under the auspices of the Danish Film

Institute. All the characters speak in English, so the film was intended for an

international audience from the start. Thus, in popular culture, the banality of evil

was eclipsed by the acclamation of virtue. However, it is thanks to popular culture

that the memory of Danish altruism is so far-reaching, as there is no way that such

a feat could have been accomplished by the fairly narrow group of erudite, exacting

readers of Eichmann in Jerusalem.

The undisputed domination of altruistic memory persisted more or less

unquestioned until the late 20th century. The recent disenchantment with Danish

culture has been a protracted and gradual process. Firstly, the turn of the 21st

century was marked in Denmark—and the whole of Scandinavia—by a resurgence in

research into the 1940s, much of it revisionist in nature, which had at least some

degree of influence on public discourse (given that Danes have recently celebrated

the “round” anniversaries of Aktionen 43 and the liberation of Denmark from the

Nazis in 1945). Hannah Arendt portrayed Denmark as a country immune to anti-

Semitic sentiment, one that had a deep understanding of the issues surrounding

the war and the destruction of the Jews. However, the arguments on which Arendt

founded her image of Danish steadfastness in the face of terror have been

successively undermined and overturned. For brevity’s sake, this essay will discuss

and explore only a handful of such instructive “disenchantments.”  The strolls that

the Danish king supposedly took wearing the yellow Star of David in show of

solidarity with his persecuted subjects, is at best a Copenhagen urban legend.

Many boat owners and skippers who smuggled Jews to Sweden decided that there
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was a fortune to be made and started overtly charging the refugees for “rescue

services”; according to one written source, a private letter, the average fee was

500 crowns . In the interwar period and in the early 1940s, the Danish Lutheran

Church was not completely free of anti-Semitic views.  The attitudes of Danes

towards German Jews fleeing their homeland after Hitler’s rise to power left a lot

to be desired, too; in 2005, a book was released that shook the foundations of the

altruistic memory cult by revealing that in the early stages of the Nazi occupation of

Denmark (in the so-called “policy of collaboration” period, samarbejdspolitik), the

Danish authorities turned away a number of stateless Jews (statsløse jøder).

Nineteen out of the twenty Jews who were denied entry at the border, including

children, ended up in concentration camps. Recent monographs on Werner Best

and Georg Duckwitz further complicate matters and make it very difficult to

unambiguously determine whether or not the Danes were encouraged to

undertake their humanitarian efforts by the deeds of so-called “good Germans.”

Even if high-ranking members of the German occupation authorities were in fact

warning Danes about Nazi plans for the imminent deportation of Jews and did so

for cynical, strategic, or personal reasons—furthering their own political or civil

careers—this does not change the fact that an examination of factual material

begins to discredit the historical agency of the Danish people. The altruistic

attitudes were not always the choice of every member of the society. This also

undermines the reputation of the Danish resistance movement (Den danske

modstandsbevægelse). The synecdoche “the Danes help when the situation calls

for it” ended up crediting the resistance organization with the efforts undertaken by

ordinary Danes. Maybe this is why one can hear the people of Copenhagen quip

acerbically that maybe the fire that burned down the Frihedsmuseet(Museum of

Danish Resistance)in 2013, right before the 70th anniversary of the liberation of

Denmark, was sent by God himself to bring the Danes down a peg or two;

eventually, law enforcement determined that the museum had fallen victim to

arson. The memory of helpers and rescuers, dating back to the final years of the

war, turns out to be a product of the dynamics of the political events in the

occupied country. This dynamic drove Danish society, as by helping different

cultural and ethnic groups they were doing something for themselves rather than

merely perfecting themselves in the art of selfless benevolence. Through their

efforts, they proved their autonomy, the independence of their culture,
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circumstances notwithstanding. They nipped their complexes in the bud. Elevated

a small culture to greatness. The culture of smaller countries requires grand

gestures and grand imagery.

Secondly, in the early 21st century, the center-right government of Anders Fogh

Rasmussen, after taking over from the social democrat Paul Nyrup Rasmussen,

started broadly implementing so-called public diplomacy (the notion of maintaining

a line of communication with both diplomats and public opinion in partner

countries). Official efforts to control the country’s image were oriented primarily

towards the preservation and improvement of its international competitiveness

which, as a consequence, forced the state to adopt a policy of reacting promptly to

global affairs after a period of self-containment, isolation, and maintaining

a distance from international issues and military conflicts. For instance, the

government of Anders Fogh Rasmussen, who would then go on to serve as

Secretary General of NATO, would involve the country in military interventions in

Iraq and Afghanistan. Uffe Østergaard sees a resemblance between the

mechanisms of public diplomacy and the professionalization of writing history

observed in 19th century nation states.  In both cases, the overarching objective

was to neutralize the drafting of informal narratives about the past and their

cultural interpretations. However, this early 21st century nation branding resulted in

a clash and mix-up of old Danish autostereotypes, feedback flowing from abroad,

local politics, and genuine civil servants’ efforts. The maneuvers of the government

resulted in a loss of control by the “altruist society” over its own image. The first

major crisis for public diplomacy—and one that turned out to be impossible to

resolve—was the Muhammad cartoon controversy.  Seemingly overnight, Denmark

became saddled with an immense visual stigma among Muslims worldwide. This

emphasized the breach between brand identity and brand image: between Danish

self-awareness and opinions about Denmark worldwide.  The loss that the country

suffered (in Muslim eyes) turned out to be irreparable. For people living in countries

sending streams of refugees to Scandinavia, Danish culture will for many years

carry the mark of these blasphemous cartoons. This particular subject should be

explored in a separate study, but we will, however, remark upon the incredible

boost that the brand image of Denmark received across the world due to the hygge

fad that swept the world in the latter half of 2016 as a result of the release of Meik

Wiking’s The Little Book of Hygge. The Danish Way to Live Well. Although there
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seems to be no linkage between the Happiness Research Institute, represented by

the incredibly well turned out Meik Wiking, and current politics, and it is hard to

consider the burning (“overuse”) of candles a solid way for societies to achieve

happiness rather than an infantile simplification, it is indisputable that the sudden

“memetization” and the internationalization of this particularly positive Danish

stereotype has greatly benefited the current conservative-liberal government.

But let’s get back to important images. It seems that only Drost-Hansen’s

photograph has managed to match the Muhammad cartoons in terms of reach and

impact both at home and abroad. Therefore it should draw some attention away

from negative incidents and events taking place in Denmark. The “Photo of the

Year” landed at a politically important moment, when new and controversial facts

were coming to light about the Danish government’s highly specific efforts to

discourage foreign immigration. These included, for instance, having the Minister for

Immigration, Integration and Housing gradually purchase ad space (in newspapers

in all the countries that are a source of immigration to Denmark) and use it to

announce that the Danish authorities are planning to tighten immigration laws and

severely cut financial aid for immigrants. In September 2015, Minister Inger

Støjberg placed similar inserts in the four biggest newspapers in Lebanon. The

announcements also stated that those migrants to whom Denmark would refuse to

grant asylum would be immediately repatriated. In early 2016, the authorities

passed a law which allowed law enforcement to seize private jewellery from

migrants in order to offset the mounting costs of their upkeep. The Folketing passed

a bill which allowed policemen to confiscate jewellery from asylum seekers if its

total value exceeded 10,000 crowns[?]. In the meantime, newly added questions to

the Danish citizenship test required such profound knowledge from its takers that

few Danes could pass it without trouble (one question, for instance, asked for the

name of the constellations in which Tycho Brahe identified new stars in the 16th

century, while another asked the name of a famous restaurant that had received its

third Michelin star; interestingly enough, the answer was not the famous Noma, but

Geranium).

For clarity’s sake, we have to bring up the fact that the social policies of Danish

social democrats in 2015 were not exactly the polar opposite of those being

implemented by the ruling coalition of Venstre and the Danish People’s Party. The

previous leftist prime minister of Denmark, Helle Thorning-Schmidt, had assured in
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her election posters: “Kommer du til Danmark, skal du arbejde”(“Come to Denmark,

you’ll have work”). This message can be read benevolently, as a promise to keep

vacant positions low, but it also conceals a more sinister tone, one that complies

with social expectations towards immigrants: that the right to settle in Denmark has

to be earned, that the welfare state cannot afford any more handouts. Over the

course of its four-year-long reign (2011-2015), the leftist government did not

manage to reverse the tendencies that had been taking shape over the previous

decade (2001-2011). Thorning-Schmidt’s approach to state governance was simply

too technocratic. In the latest elections to the Folketing, the anti-immigrant Danish

People’s Party took over 20 percent of the rural vote. Right-wing populism taking

root in a country that was once an example of liberalism overshadowed the

development and implementation of government policies for a decade, and in 2012

became one of the reasons why one of the pre-eminent Western scholars of

Scandinavia announced the “end of Nortopia.”  The essay, written by Bernd

Henningsen and published online by the Finno-Swedish think tank Magma a year

after Thorning-Schmidt took over as prime minister, sounded like realistic

commentary checking the enthusiasm—despite the lack of a direct reference—of

Francis Fukuyama who at the same time was calling on other nations to follow in

Denmark’s footsteps, anointing the country an exemplar of a mature democracy

and model civic society.

By upholding, for a short time—for as long as the public would remain interested in

the picture shared online—the altruistic memory of the Danes, the highway photo

drew the public’s attention away from the fact that the Kingdom of Denmark has

long failed to implement a refugee policy that many who idealize the North,

including those in Poland, would consider a “model Scandinavian approach to

migration.”

We also have to ask one basic question—what exactly is an Iraqi girl doing in the

middle of a highway lane? Are these refugees stranded on the tarmac in the right

place? Lynda Mannik writes that because a site is a metaphorical category, we can

apply it to photographic images, unless they themselves are the object of constant

or recurrent interest, fed by memory.  The influence exerted by Drost-Hansen’s

photograph falls under these criteria. A single photograph has transformed

a section of the Danish E45 into a “site” in which migrants can take refuge. Those

seeing the photograph, positively appraising Danish efforts to comfort migrants,
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and extolling the gentleness of the police officer, often experience a transference of

the altruistic memory onto the photograph itself, thus losing sight of what is real.

“Liking” Drost-Hansen’s photo, praising the kindness of the policeman is often driven

by force of habit, by internalization, by embedding what’s learned and remembered

about Denmark in the flesh of fingers running along a keyboard or across

a smartphone or tablet screen.

These habits of Polish Internet users were not shaken by another photograph with

a definitely different overtone, one that had made at least as big of a splash in the

Danish media, including on Danish social networks, as Drost-Hansen’s picture.

Curiously, it wasn’t popular in Poland at all. A reporter for the “Information” daily,

Sigrid Nygaard, managed to capture a man standing on a highway overpass near

Rødby and spitting on north-bound refugees from the far south. The man,

immediately christened the Spitter in the migrant crisis discourse, was also

supposedly yelling obscenities at the migrants, urging them go turn back and head

home.

Refugees and migrants who basically swarmed across the Danish-German border

in the late summer of 2015 did not seek, with some exceptions, asylum in the society

of rescuers. They accepted the bare minimum of help from law enforcement and

medical services. They were definitely not lost on the highway nor did they step onto

it by accident, violating the highway code. They were heading for Sweden (and

some even farther, to Norway or Finland). There is no writerly hyperbole here:

crowds of Syrians, exhausted from the long journey, walked on foot from the

German border to Copenhagen (the Danish city of Rødby and Swedish Malmö are

about 190 kilometers apart), just so they could find themselves on the bridge to

Sweden as quickly as possible. They were mobilized by the belief that the buses

provided by the Danes may just as well ferry them back from whence they came,

away from the “true Scandinavia,” or worse to refugee camps—the staple and

symbol of 20th century immigration policy. The measures that were supposed to

discourage immigration to Denmark are now clearly visible: publishing PSAs in

Middle Eastern newspapers was at least as impactful as publishing the

Muhammad cartoons in local Danish dailies. We witness here the emergence of

a highly significant historical inversion: people in misery running away from “helper”

buses, saving themselves from living with internationally recognized “rescuers.”

Modernity has put “fleeing to Sweden” in ironic parentheses; to paraphrase Lenin’s
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Photo Sigrid Nygaard

brutal saying, the refugees voted for Sweden with their feet.  Many of the migrants

could count on the help of their compatriots who had already settled on the

Scandinavian Pensinsula, on the other side of the bridge, to come to pick them up in

their cars from the Danish capital. As the crowds marched northwards, Danish law

enforcement limited its efforts to handing out bottled water, extending a security

perimeter around the migrants, and attempting to control the chaos at the border

itself. Contrary to the promises made by the authorities to their Swedish

counterparts, Danish police made no efforts to prepare registers of the migrants

crossing its borders. Registration would mean initiating procedures that would

formalize their stay on Danish territory. Therefore, what officer Møller is doing in the

photograph—casually playing with a small Iraqi girl—is just a result of what Denmark

had failed to do in the summer of 2015.

Back in the middle of the 1990s, when writing about the

decline of the general understanding of citizenship, Arjun

Appadurai posited that the status of the refugee had

become somewhat fluid; we had been witnessing the

emergence of new spaces for dislocated groups, people

wandering the earth without being rooted in or calling

any of the nation states their home. When it comes to the

Sweden-bound exodus, this notion has been all too evident. The liminal nature of

the refugees literally crossing through the country allowed Danish society to

maintain a certain passivity towards them, a silent assent. This time around, the

world renowned society of “helpers” (totum pro parte) did not have the chance to

perform any spectacular feat in its service. The wave of unregistered “citizens of

nowhere” continued sweeping from Denmark towards Sweden over the course of

September in 2015.  Swedish immigration policies and laws clearly have their

flaws; exploring them in depth would require a separate essay. Contemporary

Sweden is becoming increasingly remote from the “promised land” it once was for

refugees—in this respect it is faring no better than its neighbor, Denmark. Sweden,

however, does not manifest its problems; sociologists have been writing for quite

some time about what they call the mörkläggning (literally “the darkening”), or

sweeping certain undesirable things under the rug.  Swedish history definitely has

a lot of dark moments which the authorities have done their best to sweep under

the rug. Suffice it to say that the evacuation of Estonians from Sweden[when?] to
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the US via sea, described in Lynda Mannik’s book, raised concerns that neutral

Sweden would have to succumb to the demands of the Soviet Union which would

use repatriation as a pretext to brutally eliminate political refugees who fled Russia

for Sweden in fear for their lives.

Last year, the Danish Minister for Culture and Church, Bertel Haarder, announced

a nationwide plebiscite during which Danes would select the ten values they

considered essential as a society (the results were announced on December 12,

2016). This Danmarkskanon included hygge, an obvious choice as far as Danish

culture and everyday life is concerned.  However, the Danes did not include in their

updated decalogue values such as Danmark i verden (the relations between

Denmark and the world) and medmenneskelighed(empathy, human solidarity).

Ulle Terkelsen, a journalist and correspondent working mostly abroad, including in

Poland, after observing her homeland from a distance for many years, finally

arrived at the conclusion that Danes are a voyeuristic nation: “As the poet Erik

Knudsen once wrote, ‘Nothing ever happens here.’ [...] Insofar as it is possible, we

live vicariously through the melodrama of stories from elsewhere.”  Assuming the

position of the voyeur seems the most convenient for altruistic rescuers. From this

perspective, Michael Drost-Hansen only voyeuristically observed an Iraqi refugee

family crossing through Denmark on foot, while the problems arising from the

intensifying migrant crisis seemed to come to a boil somewhere else, on the other

side of Øresund Bridge. On the Jutland highway, we only saw an innocent rhyme

game of Eeny, meeny.
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